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1: Egypt - 6th Grade Social Studies
Since the beginning of the nineteenth century, Egyptian society has experienced deep changes, consisting mainly in the
destruction of its traditional framework and, to some lesser degree, in the creation of modern institutions.

Egyptian Social Structure Egyptian society was structured like a pyramid. At the top were the gods, such as
Ra, Osiris, and Isis. Egyptians believed that the gods controlled the universe. Therefore, it was important to
keep them happy. They could make the Nile overflow, cause famine, or even bring death. In the social
pyramid of ancient Egypt the pharaoh and those associated with divinity were at the top, and servants and
slaves made up the bottom. The Egyptians also elevated some human beings to gods. Their leaders, called
pharaohs, were believed to be gods in human form. They had absolute power over their subjects. After
pharaohs died, huge stone pyramids were built as their tombs. Pharaohs were buried in chambers within the
pyramids. Because the people of Egypt believed that their pharaohs were gods, they entrusted their rulers with
many responsibilities. Protection was at the top of the list. The pharaoh directed the army in case of a foreign
threat or an internal conflict. All laws were enacted at the discretion of the pharaoh. This grain was used to
feed the people in the event of a famine. The Chain of Command Ancient Egyptian royalty, nobility, and
clergy enjoyed lives of wealth and comfort while farmers and slaves struggled to subsist. No single person
could manage all these duties without assistance. The pharaoh appointed a chief minister called a vizier as a
supervisor. The vizier ensured that taxes were collected. Working with the vizier were scribes who kept
government records. These high-level employees had mastered a rare skill in ancient Egypt â€” they could
read and write. Noble Aims Right below the pharaoh in status were powerful nobles and priests. Only nobles
could hold government posts; in these positions they profited from tributes paid to the pharaoh. Priests were
responsible for pleasing the gods. Religion was a central theme in ancient Egyptian culture and each town had
its own deity. Initially, these deities were animals; later, they took on human appearances and behaviors.
Seated here is Thoth, the god of learning and wisdom, carrying a scepter symbolizing magical power. Nobles
enjoyed great status and also grew wealthy from donations to the gods. All Egyptians â€” from pharaohs to
farmers â€” gave gifts to the gods. Soldier On Soldiers fought in wars or quelled domestic uprisings. During
long periods of peace, soldiers also supervised the peasants, farmers, and slaves who were involved in building
such structures as pyramids and palaces. Skilled workers such as physicians and craftspersons made up the
middle class. Craftspersons made and sold jewelry, pottery, papyrus products, tools, and other useful things.
Naturally, there were people needed to buy goods from artisans and traders. These were the merchants and
storekeepers who sold these goods to the public. The Bottom of the Heap At the bottom of the social structure
were slaves and farmers. Slavery became the fate of those captured as prisoners of war. In addition to being
forced to work on building projects, slaves toiled at the discretion of the pharaoh or nobles. Farmers tended the
fields, raised animals, kept canals and reservoirs in good order, worked in the stone quarries, and built the
royal monuments. Social mobility was not impossible. A small number of peasants and farmers moved up the
economic ladder. Families saved money to send their sons to village schools to learn trades. These schools
were run by priests or by artisans. Boys who learned to read and write could become scribes, then go on to
gain employment in the government. It was possible for a boy born on a farm to work his way up into the
higher ranks of the government. The Social Pyramid The pharaoh was at the very top of ancient Egyptian
society, and servants and slaves were at the bottom. Who was in the middle? Click on this interactive pyramid
to find out how merchants, artists, farmers, and others stacked up. Links at the bottom of the page lead to other
facts about ancient Egypt. This page comes from Odyssey Online, a website for kids produced by Emory
University.
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Gabriel Baer's Studies in the Social History of Modern Egypt covers an impressive array of topics across a time frame
that stretches from the reign of Muhammad Ali to the Revolution and beyond.

Visit Website Neolithic late Stone Age communities in northeastern Africa exchanged hunting for agriculture
and made early advances that paved the way for the later development of Egyptian arts and crafts, technology,
politics and religion including a great reverence for the dead and possibly a belief in life after death. Visit
Website Around B. A southern king, Scorpion, made the first attempts to conquer the northern kingdom
around B. A century later, King Menes would subdue the north and unify the country, becoming the first king
of the first dynasty. Archaic Early Dynastic Period c. King Menes founded the capital of ancient Egypt at
White Walls later known as Memphis , in the north, near the apex of the Nile River delta. The capital would
grow into a great metropolis that dominated Egyptian society during the Old Kingdom period. The Archaic
Period saw the development of the foundations of Egyptian society, including the all-important ideology of
kingship. To the ancient Egyptians, the king was a godlike being, closely identified with the all-powerful god
Horus. The earliest known hieroglyphic writing also dates to this period. In the Archaic Period, as in all other
periods, most ancient Egyptians were farmers living in small villages, and agriculture largely wheat and barley
formed the economic base of the Egyptian state. The annual flooding of the great Nile River provided the
necessary irrigation and fertilization each year; farmers sowed the wheat after the flooding receded and
harvested it before the season of high temperatures and drought returned. Age of the Pyramid Builders c. The
Old Kingdom began with the third dynasty of pharaohs. Pyramid-building reached its zenith with the
construction of the Great Pyramid at Giza, on the outskirts of Cairo. Built for Khufu or Cheops, in Greek ,
who ruled from to B. C and Menkaura B. During the third and fourth dynasties, Egypt enjoyed a golden age of
peace and prosperity. The pharaohs held absolute power and provided a stable central government; the
kingdom faced no serious threats from abroad; and successful military campaigns in foreign countries like
Nubia and Libya added to its considerable economic prosperity. First Intermediate Period c. This chaotic
situation was intensified by Bedouin invasions and accompanied by famine and disease. From this era of
conflict emerged two different kingdoms: A line of 17 rulers dynasties nine and 10 based in Heracleopolis
ruled Middle Egypt between Memphis and Thebes, while another family of rulers arose in Thebes to challenge
Heracleopolitan power. After the last ruler of the 11th dynasty, Mentuhotep IV, was assassinated, the throne
passed to his vizier, or chief minister, who became King Amenemhet I, founder of dynasty A new capital was
established at It-towy, south of Memphis, while Thebes remained a great religious center. The 12th dynasty
kings ensured the smooth succession of their line by making each successor co-regent, a custom that began
with Amenemhet I. Middle-Kingdom Egypt pursued an aggressive foreign policy, colonizing Nubia with its
rich supply of gold, ebony, ivory and other resources and repelling the Bedouins who had infiltrated Egypt
during the First Intermediate Period. The kingdom also built diplomatic and trade relations with Syria ,
Palestine and other countries; undertook building projects including military fortresses and mining quarries;
and returned to pyramid-building in the tradition of the Old Kingdom. Second Intermediate Period c. The 13th
dynasty marked the beginning of another unsettled period in Egyptian history, during which a rapid succession
of kings failed to consolidate power. As a consequence, during the Second Intermediate Period Egypt was
divided into several spheres of influence. The official royal court and seat of government was relocated to
Thebes, while a rival dynasty the 14th , centered on the city of Xois in the Nile delta, seems to have existed at
the same time as the 13th. The Hyksos rulers of the 15th dynasty adopted and continued many of the existing
Egyptian traditions in government as well as culture. They ruled concurrently with the line of native Theban
rulers of the 17th dynasty, who retained control over most of southern Egypt despite having to pay taxes to the
Hyksos. The 16th dynasty is variously believed to be Theban or Hyksos rulers. Conflict eventually flared
between the two groups, and the Thebans launched a war against the Hyksos around B. Under Ahmose I, the
first king of the 18th dynasty, Egypt was once again reunited. During the 18th dynasty, Egypt restored its
control over Nubia and began military campaigns in Palestine, clashing with other powers in the area such as
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the Mitannians and the Hittites. In addition to powerful kings such as Amenhotep I B. The controversial
Amenhotep IV c. The 19th and 20th dynasties, known as the Ramesside period for the line of kings named
Ramses saw the restoration of the weakened Egyptian empire and an impressive amount of building, including
great temples and cities. All of the New Kingdom rulers with the exception of Akhenaton were laid to rest in
deep, rock-cut tombs not pyramids in the Valley of the Kings, a burial site on the west bank of the Nile
opposite Thebes. Most of them were raided and destroyed, with the exception of the tomb and treasure of
Tutankhamen c. The splendid mortuary temple of the last great king of the 20th dynasty, Ramses III c. The
kings who followed Ramses III were less successful: Egypt lost its provinces in Palestine and Syria for good
and suffered from foreign invasions notably by the Libyans , while its wealth was being steadily but inevitably
depleted. Third Intermediate Period c. The next yearsâ€”known as the Third Intermediate Periodâ€”saw
important changes in Egyptian politics, society and culture. The 22nd dynasty began around B. Many local
rulers were virtually autonomous during this period and dynasties are poorly documented. In the eighth
century B. Under Kushite rule, Egypt clashed with the growing Assyrian empire. One of them, Necho of Sais,
ruled briefly as the first king of the 26th dynasty before being killed by the Kushite leader Tanuatamun, in a
final, unsuccessful grab for power. Persian rulers such as Darius B. The tyrannical rule of Xerxes B. One of
these rebellions triumphed in B. In the mid-fourth century B. Barely a decade later, in B. Six centuries of
Roman rule followed, during which Christianity became the official religion of Rome and its provinces
including Egypt. The conquest of Egypt by the Arabs in the seventh century A.
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Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

Nasser era Nasser evolved into a charismatic leader, not only of Egypt but of the Arab world, promoting and
implementing " Arab socialism. This was also known as the Suez War. He considers Nasser to be far from a
rational, responsible leader. Nasser helped establish with India and Yugoslavia the Non-Aligned Movement of
developing countries in September , and continued to be a leading force in the movement until his death.
Regional intervention[ edit ] Nasser had looked to a regime change in Yemen since and finally put his desires
into practice in January by giving the Free Yemen Movement office space, financial support, and radio air
time. A quick decisive victory in Yemen could help him recover leadership of the Arab world. Nasser also had
his reputation as an anti-colonial force, setting his sights on ridding South Yemen, and its strategic port city of
Aden , of British forces. Nasser ruled as an autocrat but remained extremely popular within Egypt and
throughout the Arab world. His willingness to stand up to the Western powers and to Israel won him support
throughout the region. This conflict saw the Egyptian, Syrian and Jordanian armed forces routed by the
Israelis. Following the defeat, Nasser made a dramatic offer to resign, which was only retracted in the face of
mass demonstrations urging him to stay. The last three years of his control over Egypt were far more subdued.
However, Sadat had a long term in office and many changes in mind for Egypt and by some astute political
moves was able to institute a "corrective revolution", announced on 15 May [6] which purged the government,
political and security establishments of the most ardent Nasserists. Believing Islamists to be socially
conservative he gave them "considerable cultural and ideological autonomy" in exchange for political support.
This peace initiative failed as neither Israel nor the United States of America accepted the terms as discussed
then. Syria agreed to join Egypt in attacking Israel. After Syrian forces were being repulsed, the Syrian
government urged Sadat to move his forces deeper into Sinai. Without air cover, the Egyptian army suffered
huge losses. In spite of huge losses they kept advancing, creating the chance to open a gap between army
forces. That gap was exploited by a tank division led by Ariel Sharon, and he and his tanks managed to
penetrate, reaching Suez City. A UN resolution supported by the United States and the Soviet Union called for
an end to hostilities and for peace talks to begin. On 5 March Israel withdrew the last of its troops from the
west side of the Suez Canal and 12 days later Arab oil ministers announced the end of the embargo against the
United States. For Sadat and many Egyptians the war was much more a victory than a draw, as the military
objective of capturing a foothold of the Sinai was achieved. In foreign relations Sadat instigated momentous
change. President Sadat shifted Egypt from a policy of confrontation with Israel to one of peaceful
accommodation through negotiations. Following the Sinai Disengagement Agreements of and , Sadat created
a fresh opening for progress by his dramatic visit to Jerusalem in November In , Egypt fought a short border
war with Libya. Sadat used his immense popularity with the Egyptian people to try to push through vast
economic reforms that ended the socialistic controls of Nasserism. Sadat introduced greater political freedom
and a new economic policy, the most important aspect of which was the infitah or "open door". This relaxed
government controls over the economy and encouraged private investment. Liberalization also included the
reinstitution of due process and the legal banning of torture. Sadat dismantled much of the existing political
machine and brought to trial a number of former government officials accused of criminal excesses during the
Nasser era. Sadat tried to expand participation in the political process in the mids but later abandoned this
effort. Conflict with the Muslim Brotherhood[ edit ] Another change Sadat made from the Nasser era was a
bow towards the Islamic revival. Sadat loosened restrictions on the Muslim Brotherhood, allowing it to
publish a monthly magazine, al-Dawa, which appeared regularly until September although he did not allow
the groups reconstitution.
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